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Aims of the Presentation

� Recap on locality construct as previously discussed at ICB

� To present updated construct based on feedback from ICB/LCO Development 

Sessions and working groups

� To seek approval:

� To approve in principle the Place Leader for Rochdale Locality, subject to 

conditions set out

� To establish the System Board in shadow form from 1 April 2021

� To agree the function of the System Board 

� To agree the initial membership of the System Board

� To provide an update on the development of the Integrated Delivery Board (LCO) 

� To gain support for the refreshed ambition in relation to our neighbourhoods 

model

� To agree timescales for the implementation of the neighbourhoods model



GM/Locality Construct as previously presented
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Integrated Team working in health and care across 6 neighbourhoods teams in the borough, connected to wider public 

services and VCSE front line staff working on the same footprint and having a shared understanding of assets, risk 

cohorts, and priorities in each neighbourhood
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DRAFT



Locality Construct as previously presented

DRAFT



We received the following feedback during the ICB/LCO Development Session on 4th

March 2021 which we have taken into account in further developing the construct:

� Concerns expressed that some groups seemed to be duplicated – for example, 

Quality and Safety and Finance, Performance and Risk

� A view that we weren’t being radical enough in our thinking

� Concerns that there was potential for the commissioner/provider split to dominate 

rather than true system working

� A clear view that community/public engagement needed to be strengthened  

� Questions raised about how enabling functions would link to the construct

� Intelligence led decision making is crucial if we are going to improve outcomes

� Our clinical and professional leadership needs to be more inclusive, not just 

medical

� Need for Primary Care Network and wider clinical and professional engagement in 

neighbourhood development

Key Feedback on Locality Construct



Locality Construct Proposal 

Neighbourhoods defined in next slide



What is a “Neighbourhood”?

Phase 1
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Key components of our journey to whole system neighbourhood:

• Primary Care Networks (PCN)

• Integrated Neighbourhood Teams (INT)

• Community Mental Health Team (MH)

• Children and Young People’s Teams (CYP)

• Wider determinants of health – e.g. housing, crime, physical environment, skills and employment, 

cohesion (WDH)

WDH

WDH

Phases need to be defined in the neighbourhood journey…

What do the next phases look like? We will work as a system to define



Developing our Neighbourhoods – establishing a formal 

programme of work 

Recommendation:

ICB are asked to approve the development of a neighbourhoods model by 1 April 2022. 

This timescale being achieved will depend on pre-determined “gateways” being passed which will describe a set 

of criteria that have to be in place in each neighbourhood to ensure that it can operate safely and effectively. 

Refresh local ambition 
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Place Leader

A Place Leader in Post

The place leader will have four main roles:

� to support and develop primary care networks (PCNs) which join up primary and 

community services across local neighbourhoods;

� to simplify, modernise and join up health and care (including through technology 

and by joining up primary and secondary care where appropriate);

� to understand and identify using population health management techniques and 

other intelligence people and families at risk of being left behind and to organise 

proactive support for them; and

� to coordinate the local contribution to health, social and economic development to 

prevent future risks to ill-health within different population groups.

Recommendation:

ICB are asked to approve in principal the LA Chief Executive/CCG Accountable Officer 

as Place Leader subject to any further guidance received on the issue, acknowledging 

that this will need to go through formal governance arrangements for both the Local 

Authority and NHS.



System Board Functions

Population Health and Inequalities

Drives strategic direction, utilising Public Health led data and intelligence

Pooled Budget and shared oversight of the Rochdale £

Delegated Decision Making

Distributed and collaborative leadership

Assurance of delivery

Strategic Interface into GM, Regional and National 

“Improve the 

health, care 

and wellbeing 

outcomes for 

the borough 

of Rochdale”



System Board Membership

Political Leadership:Political Leadership:

• Council Leader

• Portfolio Holders for 

Healthy Lives, Social Care 

and Ageing Well and 

Getting a Good Start

Clinical Leadership

• CCG Clinical Chair

• CCG Clinical representatives

• CCG Executive Nurse

•Lay Membership:

• Governance

• Patient and Public 

Engagement

Executive membership:
•LA Chief Exec/CCG 

Accountable Officer

•Directors of Adult Social 

Services, Children’s Services 

and Public Health

•LA/CCG Chief Finance Officers

•LA Director of Resources

Existing ICB  

Membership

Membership of the System Board is expected to develop during Q1 2021/22 as we further understand local 

commissioning, neighbourhoods model and financial flows. 

Recommendation:

Initial membership of the System Board consists of ICB existing members with the addition of the following key 

roles

LCO Chief Officer LCO Chief Officer 

LCO Independent Chair

NCA Non-Executive

Provider representative 

for Primary Care

Provider representative 

for Mental Health

Director of 

Neighbourhoods

LCO Representatives:

• Quality and Safety

• Finance

Additional 

Membership



For budget 
delegated from 
the System 
Board the 
Integrated 
Delivery Board 
will…

•Population health improvement and inequalities

•Set overall strategy (3 year) and annual business plan for LCO

•Lead on public and patient engagement and communications strategy

Oversee delegated Population Health budget 

•Review investment/disinvestment cases

•Develop system wide savings/efficiency programme

•Development/oversight of agreed risk share mechanisms

•Develop integrated quality assurance approach

•Identify and oversee system quality improvement priorities

•To develop it’s social value strategy and contribute to wider economic recovery 

Integrated Delivery Board (LCO) Function



The recommendation is that the membership of the LCO Board should remain as is for 

Q1 2021/22. It is expected that this will change and develop as the following become 

clearer:

� Relationship of Locality to GM ICS

In particular the financial flows between GM ICS and Rochdale, and the extent to 

which services intended as ‘in scope’ for the LCO population health budget will be 

delegated to the Place Based budget. We also expect to be clearer in Q1 as to which 

functions/resources currently within HMR CCG will be retained at place level.

� Locality Governance 

Developing the remit and membership of the system board ‘quality and safety’ and 

‘finance, performance and risk’ committees, and how the future LCO responsibilities in 

these domains will fit within this framework. 

� Neighbourhood Governance

As we accelerate the development of our neighbourhood governance model we will 

review the implications of this for membership/decision making at the Integrated 

Delivery Board (e.g. neighbourhood representation).

Integrated Delivery Board (LCO) Membership



� We have removed duplication from the system with key groups servicing both the 

System and Integrated Delivery Boards

� Our neighbourhood model has always been our vision…we have been radical in 

setting expectations for this model by April 2022

� We have removed the commissioner/provider split by being clear that all groups 

will be whole system

� We have been clear that community/public engagement is a theme which will flow 

through all of our construct. We will need to further develop how this will operate  

� We have include our enabling functions and will continue to work on how these 

will operate across our system

� Intelligence led decision making is crucial if we are going to improve outcomes and 

we have ensured that this feeds both the System and Integrated Delivery Boards

� Our clinical and professional leadership needs to be more inclusive, not just 

medical. We will need to further develop how this will operate

� We have recognised the need for Primary Care Network and wider clinical and 

professional engagement in neighbourhood development and this will be 

facilitated through our neighbourhoods model

How we have addressed the feedback



Recommendations 

• ICB are asked to approve in principal the LA Chief Executive/CCG Accountable Officer as Place 
Leader subject to any further guidance received on the issue, acknowledging that this will 
need to go through formal governance arrangements for both the Local Authority and NHS.

• To establish the System Board in shadow form from 1 April 2021

• To agree the function of the System Board 

• To agree the initial membership of the System Board

• To note the update in relation to the Integrated Delivery Board (LCO)

• To approve the development of a neighbourhoods model to be in place by 1 April 2022, 
noting that timescales are dependent on meeting set criteria 

Next Steps

• To establish the System Board inaugural meeting and develop Terms of reference, including 
membership requirements for 2021/22

• To establish Overview and Scrutiny arrangements 

• To continue to develop sub-committee governance arrangements to be in place during Q1 
2021/22

• To further develop the Integrated Delivery Board (LCO) governance arrangements once 
further clarity is available on GM and Local governance arrangements

• To develop a detailed plan to support the development of the neighbourhoods model

Summary of Recommendations and Next Steps


